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Major Martian shield volcanoes are similar in size 
and shape to their Terrestrial counterparts when 
scaled by gravity, and it has been hypothesized that 
they also are products of mantle plume-related de-
compression melting [1]. Despite the absence of plate 
tectonics to provide a stress guide, some Martian 
shield volcanoes, in particular the Tharsis Montes 
chain, have strong alignment and quasi-regular spac-
ing. This is suggestive of structural or dynamic con-
trol on the architecture of Martian magmatic plumb-
ing, and is a possible probe of Martian tectonic his-
tory.  

We have developed a model for discrete 
volcanic centers [2,3] based on the mechanism of 
“magmatic lensing,” whereby pressurized magma 
chambers and volcanic loads can focus rising melt 
from a broad region around the volcanic center (Fig-
ure 1.a). This region may be quantified through the 
notion of a “capture radius” below the magma cham-
ber, within which deviatoric stresses generated by the 
chamber are higher than the threshold stress needed 
to reorient a rising dike (taken to be 1 MPa [4]). This 
capture radius may be several times the chamber size 
at depth, and provides a natural length scale for the 
spacing between volcanic centers. With a Moho-level 
magma reservoir between 1 and 4 km in radius, this 
model predicts an average spacing between arc vol-
canoes on Earth that is generally consistent with that 
observed (~30-40 km) [2].  

We apply the magmatic lensing model to 
Tharsis Montes by using a first-order (Mogi) solution 
for stresses around a spherical magma chamber be-
neath a free surface [5]. We neglect stress coupling 
between volcanic centers, and do not include the ef-
fect of individual volcano loads in the present study, 
assuming that the likely sizes of magma chambers 
(constrained by the caldera diameters of 40-100 km) 
are large enough to dominate volcanic loading 
stresses when scaled by gravity in many scenarios 
[2]. We do however evaluate the contribution of other 
important sources of background stress. In particular, 
we calculate the contribution of membrane stresses 
due to the Tharsis load [6], and True Polar Wander 
(TPW) stresses generated by the reorientation of the 
Martian spin axis in response to Tharsis formation 
[7]. These background stresses affect the capture ra-
dius of the volcanic center, estimated as half the 

straight-line distance between Tharsis Montes volca-
noes. 

By using the caldera sizes of Tharsis Montes 
volcanoes (20-50 km radius) as a proxy for typical 
magma chamber sizes, the simplest model of magma 
chamber lensing without background stress predicts 
the observed spacing (capture radius of 300-400 km) 
for magma chambers at a range of depths with over-
pressures between 108 – 109 Pa. These overpressure 
are above the generally accepted maximum overpres-
sures for magma chambers on Earth. While a cold 
Martian geotherm may necessitate larger critical 
overpressures for eruption [4], and a viscoelastic 
treatment of this problem may reduce estimates of 
chamber overpressure, e.g., [8], we consider them to 
be unrealistic, and appeal to other contributing proc-
esses to account for the observed volcano spacing.    

Background stress is a good candidate source of 
additional melt focusing. Tharis-loading deviatoric 
stresses are large (107 -108 Pa), and may be the cause 
of radial fractures around the province [6]. The wave-
length of deformation is too broad (10s of degrees) to 
likely affect the discretization of individual Tharsis 
Montes volcanoes. However we note that as the Thar-
sis load is centered roughly on Pavonis Mons, 
gradients in compressive stresses induced in the elas-
tic lithosphere should encourage a locus of melt 
transport around Tharsis Montes.  

TPW stresses, on the other hand, are smaller (at 
least an order of magnitude) than the Tharsis loading 
stresses, and depend strongly on the magnitude of the 
reorientation as well as whether or not reorientation 
was complete at the time Tharsis Montes erupted [9]. 
In addition, there is interesting structure in these 
stresses near Tharis Montes (Figure 1.b). We find 
that TPW background stresses cause pronounced 
alignment of the capture radius, particularly for large 
reorientations (10-30 degrees, Figure 1.c-d). While 
there is some non-uniqueness in this problem, we 
find that there are scenarios in which combined 
magma chamber and TPW background deviatoric 
stresses achieve the observed capture radius, oriented 
along the present N38E alignment of the Tharsis 
Montes chain [9]. We speculate that Martian volca-
noes may be used as paleo-stress indicators, and as 
constraints on TPW events and timing. 
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Figure 1. a) Schematic of the magmatic lensing mechanism. Modified from [2]. b) Global TPW greatest devia-

toric principle stress field for a 30 degree reorientation, with Tharsis at -112 degree longitude. Contours in 0.5 MPa. 
Star is Arsia Mons, the center plotted in panels c) and d). c) Map view example of combined  greatest principle de-
viatoric stress field below a magma chamber, for chamber stresses of the same sign as background TPW stresses. 
The elongation of chamber stresses would increases the NE spacing between centers in this case. Stress contours are 
1 MPa. d) Same as c), but  compressive chamber stresses are of opposite sign to background TPW stresses. In this 
case, the “capture radius” is still aligned to the NE but strongly suppressed. 
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